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Our common concern is the Greek Language
• The importance of Greek language and culture is universal.
Greek, one of the richest languages in the world, is a source of
moral values and shows the quality and endurance of our
culture.
• The unity and coherence of the Greek language from antiquity
to the present day, spoken for 25 centuries, shows its
conceptual wealth, reveals its spiritual strength and resilience
over time, as well as the continuity of Hellenism.
• The Greek language, being so complete and beautiful, can
express the most accurate and subtle nuances of Philosophy
and Sciences.

Education Office at the Greek Embassy in London
http://hellenic-education-uk.europe.sch.gr/

• The Education Office at the Greek Embassy in London is a department of
the Ministry of Education in Greece.
• It coordinates, administrates and supervises Greek Language Education in
the following countries:

• Sweden
• Norway

• Lithuania

• Finland

• Estonia

• Denmark

• Latvia

• Great Britain
• Ireland

Education Office at the Greek Embassy in London
• The Education Office at the Greek Embassy in London
promotes the teaching and learning of Greek language and
Greek culture to Greeks abroad and others.
• Despite the country's economic difficulties, the Ministry of
Education, Research and Religious Affairs of Greece continues
to support the Diaspora education with seconded teachers and
teaching material, printed and digital.
• The books of the Center of Intercultural and Migration Studies
(CIMS) and the long and invaluable experience of the Centre
for the Greek Language (CGL) are being used in the teaching
and learning of Greek as a second / foreign language to Greeks
Abroad and non-Greeks.

http://hellenic-education-uk.europe.sch.gr/

Units of Greek Language and Culture-Central
Education Council (UGLC-CEC)
• The Units of Greek Language and Culture-Central

Education Council of the Holy Archdiocese (UGLC-CEC),
part of the Greek community schools, provide important
services by keeping Greek education alive and contributing to
the preservation of the Greek language and the strengthening
of our national and cultural identity.
• UGLC is a place of communication for young people and adults,

a place of joy for children, who experience our traditions and
customs and learn our History, Geography and our cultural
heritage.
• In UGLC pupils of Greek and Cypriot origins become familiar
with our common origins, which have been shaped by the
long-lasting interaction of Greek and Cypriot Hellenism.

Recognition and maintenance of UGLCs
•

The Greek state supports Greek-language education by
establishing the Units of Greek Language and Culture (UGLC)
and the secondment of teachers from Greece (Law
4415/2016).

•

It organizes in-service education and training courses for the
teachers who teach in the Saturday morning and afternoon
Greek schools, which are maintained by the Greek state.

•

Students are given opportunities to acquire the Greek
language and to develop the values of Greek culture that
their parents have bequeathed them.

•

Apart from the Greek language courses, Greek and Cypriot
dances and songs can be taught.

United Kingdom: School year 2017-2018
In the UK, in cooperation with the Holy Archdiocese, 6
recognized UGLC-CEC organize theirs courses.

• UGLC-CEC of North London
• UGLC-CEC Northwest London
• UGLC-CEC Northwest England
(Manchester-Liverpool)
• Birmingham

• UGLC Cambridge
• UGLC Nottingham
5 teachers seconded from the Ministry of Education, Research and
Religious Affairs were placed in the above mentioned schools.

4 UGLC-CEC under approval
• In addition, two new UGLC-CEC (Edinburgh and Leeds)
are in the process of being approved by the Greek Ministry
of Education, followed by two more (Cardiff and Bristol).
• There are also integrated forms of teaching the Greek
language in bilingual schools such as: “St Cyprian's Greek
Orthodox Primary Academy” and ‘St. Andrew The
Apostle: Greek Orthodox School’ in accordance with the
education system and the language of the host country.
• UGLCs are institutions of Community Education of Diaspora

in the UK for the teaching of the Greek language.

Evaluation of the Units of Greek Language and
Culture (UGLC) - Law 4415/2016
Recognized UGLCs are evaluated every three years (article
4, par. 4B, 5B) by the I.E.P. and a specialized agency for the
Greek language, based on the following criteria:
a) The implementation of the approved Language
Curriculum of the Centre for the Greek Language (CGL).
b) The number of students participating in the Certificate
of Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia) and success
rates.

c) Running at least thirty (30) weeks per year and
specific hours per week, which may not be less than
twenty (20) in total for all teaching sections.

Support for Greek-language Education
Specialized organizations that support the learning and
teaching of Greek as a second / foreign language are:

Center of Intercultural and Migration Studies (CIMS). It
belongs to the University of Crete (Department of Primary
Education) and it provides educational material, printed or
digital and the organization of training programs.
Centre for the Greek Language (CGL). Students of Greeklanguage education can certify their knowledge of Greek by
taking part in the examinations for the State Certificate of
Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia) (Κρατικό
Πιστοποιητικό Ελληνομάθειας).

SERIES (PACKAGES) OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL
Center of Intercultural and Migration Studies (CIMS)
Teaching Greek as a Second Language in Primary and Secondary Education

Σειρά: Πράγματα και γράμματα
Teaching Greek as a Second Language in Secondary Schools

Σειρά: Ελληνικά με την παρέα μου
Teaching Greek as a Foreign Language in Primary and Secondary Education

Σειρά: Mαργαρίτα
Teaching History and Culture Elements in Primary and Secondary Education

Σειρά : Εμείς και οι άλλοι
Σειρά : Από τη ζωή των Ελλήνων στη Διασπορά

Centre for the Greek Language (CGL)

Centre for the Greek Language (CGL)
• The Centre for the Greek Language, was established
in 1994 in Thessaloniki, Greece, as a non-profit
Research Institute and is supervised by the Greek
Ministry of Education.
• The Greek Language Center is a executive body in
language policy and documentation of modern
Greek language trends at home and abroad.

• It consists of four scientific departments:
Lexicography, Linguistics, Support and Promotion of
the Greek Language, Language and Literature.

Centre for the Greek Language (CGL)
Its mission is:
• Research of Greek language and literature.

• Study of language education and policies.
• Certification of proficiency in Greek (State Certificate
of Attainment in Greek-Hellinomathia Examinations).
• Production of research and teaching material and
everything else that contributes to the promotion and
dissemination of the Greek language.
• Linguistic support and assistance of repatriates and
the Greek diaspora.
• Support of teachers of Greek at home and abroad.

Project “DIADROMES”
• The program was first implemented in 2007 and was
honored with the "European Language Badge"
award for its innovation.
• It is being implemented for the eleventh consecutive
time by the Center for the Greek Language (CGL).

elearning.greek-language.gr

Educational Program “DIADROMES”
(2017-2018)
According to a document by the
Deputy Minister of Education, Mr
Kostas Zouraris, teachers who teach
Modern Greek as a second / foreign
language and do not hold
postgraduate degrees in this field,
are invited to apply in the Distance
Learning Program ”DIADROMES" at
the Greek Language Center (GLC)

State Certificate of Hellinomathia
(Κρατικό Πιστοποιητικό Ελληνομάθειας)

Certification of proficiency in Greek
(State Certificate of Hellinomathia)
• The Certificate of Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia),
issued after passing the exam, is a state title with
European and international recognition.
• According to a presidential decree, certificates of Greek
language are awarded to Greek and foreigners by the
Centre for Greek Language (CGL).
• The award of the certificate of attainment is in complete
correspondence with the levels of the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

Assessment of Greek Language
• The Certificate of Attainment in Greek
(Hellinomathia), is an objective and specific
assessment of Greek language as a foreign /
second language.
• It provides the holder with an objective
estimation of his level of knowledge.

Exam Types of the Hellinomathia
Certificate
➢For general purposes

➢For specific professional purposes
➢For applicants for the long-term
resident's permission
➢For unemployed, immigrants,
refugees and repatriates

Usefulness of the Certificate of Hellinomathia
1. For professional purposes: Essential for some jobs such as
in tourism & hospitality, in foreign language schools, etc.
2. To obtain citizenship and appointment to the public
section: A foreigner who wishes to become a Greek citizen
must have sufficient knowledge of the Greek language.
The C1 certificate allows citizens of a Member State of the
European Union to apply for a position in the Greek State.
3. For studies: To enrol in a university, post-secondary
course, etc. a specific level of Greek is required. The B2
certificate allows foreigners to enrol in universities.

Greek Language Examinations in May 2017
(Certificate of Hellinomathia)
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Seven Exam Centres of Greek Studies in
Great Britain in the year 2018
• In year 2017, 5 Greek Language Exam
Centres were set up: London,
Cambridge, Birmingham, Edinburgh
and Glasgow.
• In year 2018, there will be 2 more Exam
centres for Greek language certification:
Bristol and Manchester.

English language examinations for special
purposes
Conduct three times a year:
• October
• January
• May

✓
✓
✓
✓

Levels: Skills
Understanding Oral Speech
Reading comprehension
Production of Oral Speech
Writing

Examples on the website of the Greek
Language Centre www.greekanguage.gr

Levels of Greek Language Skills
The levels of the Certificate of Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia)
are 6 in full accordance with the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR).
➢ A1-Elementary Knowledge

➢ A2 - Basic Knowledge
➢ B1-Medium Knowledge
➢ B2-Good Knowledge
➢ C1-Very Good Knowledge
➢ C2 - Excellent Knowledge

Samples for the type and content of the examinations for each level
(A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) can be found at:

http://www.greeklanguage.gr/certification/node/12

CEFR
Α1
Α2
Β1
Β2
C1
C2

Α1 for children 8-12

A1
Α1 for adolescents
and adults

What is the Common European Framework
of Reference FOR Languages (CEFR)
➢ It provides a common basis for the design of
language programs, the development of
examinations, the writing of teaching materials, etc.,
to serve the linguistic needs of students as well as
teachers.
➢ It describes the knowledge that learners of foreign
languages must possess at each level.

➢ It facilitates the mutual recognition of certificates
obtained in different educational environments.

The promotion of the State Certificate of Greek Language in
the Memorandum of Cooperation between Greece and Cyprus
• On 22nd March 2017, a new cooperation
program between Greece and Cyprus was
signed by Education Ministers Kostas
Gavroglou and Costas Kadis. The relevant
Government Gazette (FEK) was issued on
August 3, 2017.
• In particular, in accordance with Article 15 of
the abovementioned agreement,
opportunities are being opened to enhance
the teaching of the Greek language and Greek
culture in order to promote the Greek
Language Certificate of Hellinomatheia of the
Centre of the Greek Language (CGL) all over
the world and therefore in the UK.

Common statutory report between Education Office at the Greek
Embassy in London and Cypriot Mission of Education (CME)

Common statutory report (Circular) between
Education Office at the Greek Embassy in London
and Cypriot Mission of Education (CME)
• The students of Hellenic Community Schools and the
Units of Greek Language and Culture (UGLC), can apply
for the A1 exam, after completing Primary School.
Therefore, the Greek language certificate will be the
reward for their attending.
• The book of CGL "CLICK IN GREEK", which can be
purchased by the CGL, along with rich material that can
be found on the CGL website can be helpful to the
preparation of the children for the examinations.

Exams are an invitation for
pedagogical assessment
• For Teachers: It is a way of evaluating their work,
assessing their pupils' efforts and knowing the concrete
results of their work.

• For pupils (and their parents): it’s an evidence of their
language level and a confirmation that their learning had
a tangible result.
• In this context, the Greek language examinations are an
invitation for pedagogical self-evaluation in which all
students will take active part.

Certificate of Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia) as a
learning motivation to stimulate students from A1 level
• Students' participation in the A1-level Greek
Language Certificate will encourage them and will
promote their learning (regular attendance,
differentiation).
• By achieving their goal students will have a
certificate in the Greek language with European
and international recognition. This early success
will enhance their self-confidence in the
acquisition of the Greek language.

Examinations in Greek Certificate and GCSE are in line
• Students of Greek Cypriot and Greek origin attending English schools can
use their experience and knowledge in Modern Greek to enter British
universities.

• In particular, they can take part in the established English certifications:
➢ General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) and
➢ the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced Subsidiary Level (AS) and Advanced Level (A Level)
• The systematic familiarization of these pupils from early years with the
acquisition of Greek-language certificates will be beneficial in later
learning, since it supports and serves the same linguistic skills required
by GCSE, AS and A Level.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Understanding Oral Speech
Reading comprehension
Production of Oral Speech
Writing

Integration into British reality
• The implementation of the syllabus of the CGL in A1 level
shows respect towards the British reality and the family
plans of the Greeks and Cypriots abroad, as it serves and
supports the acquisition and assessment of the Modern
Greek language.
• We estimate that after acquiring the A1 level in Greek
students could gradually become acquainted with all the
levels (A2, B1, B2, C1, C2), provided that this does not come
in conflict with the educational priorities of the families
within the country of residence.

A great educational opportunity in Great Britain
• In particular, learning procedures of the Greek language at
A1 level, as they are completed at an early age, constitute a
very solid linguistic foundation for the success of the GCSE
exam, which takes place at the age of 14-15. In fact, after
the recent changes to GCSE exams, the support of the Greek
language is becoming more necessary.
• The learning preparation and acquisition of the State
Certificate of Attainment in Greek (Hellinomathia) is a
pedagogical opportunity for students living in the United
Kingdom to develop and improve their skills in the Greek
language, to acquire rich vocabulary, to use the language in
communication and to effectively develop their skills or
understanding and producing the language.

Support material for Proficiency Certification
Examinations (Hellinomathia) in Greek Language
In the site http://www.greeklanguage.gr/certification
✓Description of the level of language skills
✓Grammar tables for all levels
✓Self-evaluation of language skills
✓Structure of tests
✓Samples of past papers

In the site http://www.greeklanguage.gr/certification/node/5.html
✓Teaching suggestions
✓Diagnostic tests of the level of Greek
✓Text Banks
✓Readability Software

Renewed Website of the Greek Language Center (CGL)
On November 1, 2017, the new updated website of the Center for Greek Language
was put into full operation at:

www.greeklanguage.gr
The new website of CGL is an information node of the diverse electronic work
environments. It is a valuable guide for teachers, as they can find information about
the Certifications of Greek Language, diagnostic tests and past papers, digital
constructions and multimedia resources, lesson plans and attractive teaching
scenarios, and a variety of supporting educational materials, enhancing the learning
achievements of their students.
Especially at:

http://greeklanguage.gr/shop
an electronic shop has been developed through which anyone interested can
electronically and safely order all printed and electronic versions of the Greek
Language Center (credit or debit cards are supported).

http://greeklanguage.gr/shop/
Innovative electronic textbooks
for learning Greek as a second /
foreign language. They rely on the
New Exam Program by applying
the principles of modern
teaching. Following the Common
European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR)
and the common European
reference levels for Greek
language, which were developed
at the Greek Language Center for
learning Greek as a Second /
Foreign Language.They include
interactive exercises.

http://greeklanguage.gr/shop/
Samples of test subjects for levels A, B2 and C1. They
include full samples of past papers.

Selection criteria for the level of
language examination
➢ The age of the candidates.
➢ The teaching program (Syllabus).
➢ Teaching hours per week.
➢ Frequency, duration and continuity of lessons.
➢ The practice and the appropriate preparation of the
candidate.
➢ The performance of the candidate.

➢ His/her ability to cope with the demands of each level
with relative fluency.

Examinations for state Greek Certificate
in 2018

• The forthcoming examinations will be
held on 15, 16 and 17 May 2018.
• Registrations at each test center have
already begun and are done electronically
from February 1st to March 18th 2018.

2nd World Olympiad of Modern Greek
Language (CGL)
Its main objectives are the following:
• attracting young people's interest in learning Modern
Greek
• broadening and enriching intercultural youth
communication
• widening the socio-cultural and linguistic competence
of young people
• creating the necessary conditions to support the
talented young people of Diaspora
• creating a basis for dialogue among young people who
speak the Modern Greek language

2nd World Olympiad of Modern Greek
Language (CGL)
• Participants are people aged 18-25, born outside
Greece or Cyprus, and living permanently abroad.
•

Young people who have attended school within a
Greek-speaking education system in Greece or Cyprus
for more than 1 year and those who participated in the
1st World Olympiad of Modern Greek Language in
2016 are excluded from participation.

•

At that stage, participants are required to take a Greek
language exam of advanced level. The examined skills
are the following: Reading, Use of language, Listening,
Writing.

Organization of the examinations at local level:
Education Office of the Embassy of Greece in
London.
• The examination will take place on January 10th,
2018 at 4-8 pm, under the supervision of the
Centre for the Greek Language in the Hellenic
Centre, 16-18 Paddington St, London W1U 5AS.
• The application form is submitted electronically
from 4/12/2017 to 18/12/2017 at:

http://smg.web.auth.gr/wordpress/?page_id=7520

Teachers are Leaders
• Exploitation of digital technology, educational
networking, exchange of experiences and good
practices among teachers are important priorities.
• Professional development and training,
development of learning communities, overcoming
teaching isolation and the further development of
collaboration and communication can help to
improve the quality of teaching and learning in the
Units of Greek Language and Culture-Central
Education Council (UGLC-CEC).

Open invitation for continuous collaboration…
• Finally, I would like to mention that the Education Office at the
Greek Embassy in London, in collaboration with the Cypriot
Mission of Education (CME), the Central Educational Council
(CEC) of the Holy Archdiocese and all the educational
institutions, will insist on continuous constructive cooperation.
• Thank you very much for the harmonious cooperation we have
had with you and for the trust and love you are showing.
• I wish our multifaceted pedagogical efforts to be constructive
for the benefit of our students and Greek-language education.
Thank you very much!
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